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Abstract—This paper develops a high-performance, Internet-wide service discovery tool, which we call IRLscanner,
whose main design objectives have been to maximize politeness
at remote networks, allow scanning rates that achieve coverage
of the Internet in minutes/hours (rather than weeks/months), and
significantly reduce administrator complaints. Using IRLscanner
and 24-h scans, we perform 21 Internet-wide experiments using
six different protocols (i.e., DNS, HTTP, SMTP, EPMAP, ICMP,
and UDP ECHO), demonstrate the usefulness of ACK scans in
detecting live hosts behind stateless firewalls, and undertake the
first Internet-wide OS fingerprinting. In addition, we analyze the
feedback generated (e.g., complaints, IDS alarms) and suggest
novel approaches for reducing the amount of blowback during
similar studies, which should enable researchers to collect valuable
experimental data in the future with significantly fewer hurdles.
Index Terms—Horizontal scanning, Internet measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

HARACTERIZING visible services in the Internet (e.g.,
Web sites [6], [17], [29], end-hosts [18], [19], [23]),
discovering servers with critical security vulnerabilities (e.g.,
SSH [43], DNS [14]), and understanding how Internet worms
create massive botnets [11], [26], [32], [54] are important
research topics that directly benefit from efficient and scalable
scanning techniques that can quickly discover available services in the Internet.
Our focus in this paper is on horizontal scanning [53], which
is a method for enumerating (in some set ) all remote hosts
that support a given protocol/service . This is accomplished by
sending packets to destinations in and counting positive responses within some time interval. We call a scan complete if
each address in is probed, and partial otherwise. The latter
type of scan significantly reduces the burden on remote networks and is useful when a 5–10-s estimate of the number of
responsive hosts (rather than their IP addresses) is required.
While we do not specifically cover dynamic scope reduction
(e.g., using prior scan history [46], live feedback [57], or external information [25]), our techniques may be used in conjunction with such approaches to optimally load-balance the traffic
across target networks.
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While several large-scale measurements have been conducted
in the past [6], [14], [18], [44], researchers initially considering
a similar project are often faced with delays on the order of
months for individual tests to run [6], [44]. During this time,
computational resources of potentially dozens [6] of local machines that could be put to other uses are tied up. Further complicating the issue is the possibility of facing a significant number
of complaints from hostile network administrators [6], [9], [12],
[14], [16], [18], [43], [44], even for partial measurements. Given
these issues, questions arise about the feasibility of service discovery [10], especially on sensitive TCP ports. Evidence suggests that sometimes [18] researchers are even forced to abort
planned activities due to the negative publicity generated by
scan traffic.
Since previous work has not explicitly aimed to design a
high-performance scanner and/or maximize its politeness, there
is no standard by which to judge the quality or intrusiveness of
a scanner. Our first step then is to propose three main objectives that a good Internet-wide scanning solution must satisfy:
1) efficient usage of resources (i.e., bandwidth, CPU, memory)
in complete scans; 2) accuracy of extrapolation in partial scans;
and 3) maximum politeness at remote networks. The first objective ensures that the implementation scales well when scan
duration is reduced to hours or even minutes. The second objective delivers a platform for extremely fast partial scans with
accurate extrapolation of metrics of interest. The last objective
maximally reduces the instantaneous load (i.e., burstiness) applied to target subnets and controls the rate of intrusion detection
system (IDS) activity (i.e., false-positive alarms, wasted investigation effort, and dynamic firewall blocks against the scanner
network) in response to scan traffic.
A. Our Contributions
The first part of the paper analyzes the approaches exposed
in the literature to understand whether they can be used to optimize performance, politeness, and extrapolation ability of an
Internet-wide scanner. In addition to realizing that prior work
was not driven by any particular objectives in designing their
scanners (besides obtaining the data of interest in some finite
amount of time), we also reach the conclusion that there is no
consensus on such important parameters as scan scope, permutation, split among source IPs, implementation, timeouts, handling of complaints, and monitoring of the scan’s intrusiveness
at remote networks.
To overcome this problem, the second part of the paper
presents our design of IRLscanner, which is a high-performance and source-IP scalable framework for service discovery
in the Internet. The central element of the scanner is a novel
permutation/split algorithm, which we show is optimally polite
at each CIDR subnet as it spaces probes arriving to equally
, even with multiple source IPs.
throughout scan duration
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TABLE I
LARGE-SCALE SERVICE DISCOVERY IN THE LITERATURE (DASHES REPRESENT UNREPORTED VALUES)

Extrapolation results with IRLscanner running at its default
h) demonstrate
rate (at which it covers the Internet in
that partial scans of our approach are unbiased, leading to 1%
estimation error in the number of live hosts in just 10 s.
Due to the goal of allowing faster scan durations (i.e., minutes/hours) and politeness concerns, IRLscanner incorporates
additional features that help it achieve our objectives. These include a significantly reduced scope of measurements (i.e., one
billion packets fewer) compared to previous scanners, absence
of largely ineffective retransmissions, ability to run with any
number of IPs aliased to the same server, capture of all backscan and bogus traffic (e.g., from hackers and buggy implementations), and significantly higher timeouts for unresponsive targets, which allows it to capture a wider variety of busy/slow
hosts in the Internet than was possible before.
Armed with IRLscanner, the third part of the paper highlights 21 Internet-wide scans across a wide range of protocols
and ports, including DNS (port 53), HTTP (port 80), SMTP
(port 25), EPMAP (port 135), and UDP ECHO (port 7). In addition to using duration over 20 times smaller than any prior
scanner and probing ports that have never been scanned in the
literature (i.e., SMTP, ECHO, EPMAP), we experiment with
several techniques never attempted on an Internet-wide scale in
previous work (e.g., ACK scanning, testing ECN, and TCP option support) and perform the first large-scale OS fingerprinting
study of 44M hosts responding to port 80.
We finish the paper by analyzing the feedback generated from
our experiments. This includes a detailed complaint analysis,
techniques for monitoring the impact of scan traffic on IDS
activity in the Internet, approaches for a priori predicting the
amount of blowback in response to scanning a particular port,
and various ways for reducing the perceived maliciousness of
the scan.
II. SCANNER DESIGN
Beyond the experiment-specific choice of the protocol/port
pair that uniquely characterize a service, every researcher considering a horizontal scan must answer a common set of questions before proceeding. In this section, we turn to several recent studies [6], [14], [18], [44] that have performed large-scale
service discovery to determine whether these design questions
have been definitively answered and our objectives met.
A. Scan Scope
We start with the issue of which IP addresses to target when
scanning. Define to be the Internet IPv4 address space, which
consists of
addresses available for scanning. While intuition may suggest to probe the entire space to ensure completeness, certain IPs may not be suitable for scanning. Before delving into details, define set
to be all nonreserved destinations [21],
to be all IANA-allocated

blocks [20], and
to be the set of IPs advertised in BGP
prefixes [61] at the border router of the scanner network. Note
that must be verified against to ensure that invalid advertisements are not included.
To capture the choice of which destinations to target, we define scan scope to be the subset of probed during measurement. As shown in the second column of Table I, all previous
Internet-wide service discovery projects scanned at least the
IANA allocated space , which is justified [18], [35] by churn in
BGP routing tables and desire to avoid losing responses during
the period of the experiment (i.e.,
days in Table I). In [6],
however, no reason is given for scanning unallocated space, although there is a slight possibility of new blocks being allocated
by IANA during the measurement.
As we discuss later, sets and
may be appropriate for
slow scans. However, faster scanners have little incentive to utilize sets larger than in the current Internet since performance
concerns (i.e., volume of sent traffic) usually outweigh completeness of scan results.
B. Scan Order
The next factor we consider is the order in which IP addresses
are scanned. This is determined by the permutation [54] of space
, which is simply a reordering of target addresses to achieve
some desired result. The chosen permutation controls the burstiness of traffic seen by remote networks and is a significant factor
in both the perceived politeness of scan traffic and estimation accuracy of Internet-wide metrics from partial scans. For all discussion in the following, we assume that target subnets are full
CIDR blocks (i.e., given in the notation).
The most basic approach, which we call IP-sequential, does
not shuffle the address space and probes it in numerical order
(e.g., 10.0.0.1, 10.0.0.2, 10.0.0.3, etc.). It is not only simple to
implement, but also routinely used in the Internet [2], [22], [31]
and measurement studies [3], [17]. IP-sequential targets individual subnets with a burst of
consecutive packets at the
rate of
before moving on to another network. Besides
extremely high sending rates to regardless of its size (e.g.,
37 kpps for
and
h), IP-sequential also suffers
from poor extrapolation ability.
The main alternative to IP-sequential is the uniform permutation [54] also extensively used in the literature [6], [14], [43],
[44]. This approach draws targets uniformly randomly from the
full address space and intermingles probes to many subnets,
which reduces instantaneous load on individual networks and
produces unbiased random sampling during partial scans. In the
literature, the uniform permutation is usually accomplished by
either a linear congruential generator (LCG) [30] or some encryption algorithm applied sequentially to each element of
(e.g., TEA [43]), both of which ensure that no IP is probed twice.
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The final approach proposed in [18] we call Reverse
IP-sequential (RIS) due to its reversal of the bits in the IP-sequential permutation and targeting the same address in each
subnet (e.g., *.*.127.10, *.*.8.10, *.*.248.10, etc.) before
moving on to another address. Intuition suggests that RIS is
poorly suited for extrapolation (which we confirm in what
follows), while the uniform permutation fails to deliver packets
with maximum spacing to each subnet. Since no analysis
exists to further evaluate the differences between these three
permutation algorithms, making an informed choice remains
an open problem.
C. Scan Origin
In a bid to obtain multiple vantage points [18] and decrease
the time required to complete the scan [6], past measurement studies have often distributed the burden of scanning
amongst several hosts. We call this process a split, which in
the literature parcels blocks of either contiguous [3], [6] or
permuted [18], [44] IP addresses to scanning nodes. Column
four of Table I contains values for used previously, with [18]
being the only study that used multiple hosts residing on two
different networks (four at each location).
The current consensus in the literature is that multiple scanning hosts on a single network are necessary only if the full
assigned scanning bandwidth cannot be utilized by one host,
a condition that is implied in [44] and mentioned explicitly
in [3], [6], and [18]. However, it is not clear from these studies
how many hosts are needed to efficiently utilize a link or provide reasonably short scan durations. Furthermore, the literature
does not consider the split’s impact on the perceived politeness
of the scan, which we tackle later in the paper.
D. Extrapolation
In many research applications, especially those that monitor
growth of the Internet [18], [23], it is sufficient to obtain the
number of live hosts or estimate their characteristics (e.g., mean
uptime) rather than a list of their exact IPs. The best approach
in such cases is a partial scan, which produces a tiny footprint
at remote networks and in many cases allows accurate extrapolation of metrics of interest. This requires that targets within
each subnet be randomly selected, without any bias being given
to certain parts of or particular patterns within probed IP addresses (because the density of live hosts varies both across the
Internet and the last 1–2 B of the IP). In addition, nonrandom
probing is often seen by administrators as purposefully malicious, which in turn leads to unnecessary investigation overhead, firewall blocks, and complaints.
E. Implementation
The next pressing issue of service discovery is the method
used to send/receive packets, which significantly impacts the
efficiency of the scanner. The easiest implementation method
uses scripts that execute prewritten utilities [17], [44] or existing scanners [3]. An alternative is to write a custom scanner
for a particular measurement, which opens the possibility of
using connectionless sockets [14], [18] for ICMP or UDP-based
scans, connection-oriented TCP sockets [6], and finally raw IP
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sockets for TCP SYN scans [43], [44]. While there is no consensus in the scanning literature on what method to use, [15]
suggests that software limitations on packet sending rates can
be overcome using a network subsystem that bypasses the default network stack.
F. Timeouts and Duration
The next two issues are when to mark a host as unresponsive
and what aspects should determine scan duration . The former
issue comes down to two choices: 1) waiting a “safe” amount
of time before retransmitting [6], [43], [44]; and 2) when to finally timeout and declare targets dead [18]. Note that both incur
substantial overhead due to the need to remember all covered
destinations and to maintain numerous timers. Furthermore, it is
unclear what benefit retransmission carries given the low packet
loss on the backbone and whether the increased overhead (i.e.,
doubling or tripling the number of sent packets) justifies the potentially minuscule accuracy gains.
Table I lists timeout values that range from 5 to 30 s for previous measurements studies. Given the limited number of outstanding sockets, finite bandwidth and CPU power, and a wide
range of possible choices, it remains unclear how to choose
timeouts to simultaneously allow for efficiency and accuracy
(e.g., certain busy servers respond with a 60-s delay, but should
they be captured by the scanner?).
After settling the above problems, it is important to ensure
that the scan will complete in such amount of time that produces the most relevant data without overburdening local/remote network resources. Of the measurement studies listed in
Table I, only [14] was unencumbered by software/hardware restrictions, while for others these issues dominated the choice
of . As such, previous measurement studies have generally
been limited to a tradeoff between small , few servers , large
timeouts, and large scan scope. Instead, our goal is to develop a
scanner in which the researcher can control independently of
all other listed parameters.
G. Negative Feedback
Due to the unsolicited nature of the packets sent by service
discovery measurement studies and the diversity of networks in
the Internet, it is inevitable that some targeted hosts will take
offense. This often manifests itself in the form of e-mail/phone
complaints from network administrators [6], [12], [14], [18],
[43], [44], though the literature is lacking in details on the exact
nature of complaints (e.g., frequency of legal threats) and specific techniques for dealing with them.
In Table I, we list three of the methods used by previous
studies to mitigate complaints. The first is the use of a blacklist by [18], [43], [44] to exclude the networks of sensitive/suspicious administrators, which generally avoids repeated complaints from the same network. The other two approaches boil
down to a further reduction in scope by the omission of network/
broadcast IP addresses (i.e., *.*.*.0 and *.*.*.255) [18], [44] and
preemptively blacklisting networks before they complain (e.g.,
US government) [14]. While blacklisting complaining parties
is undoubtedly a sound approach, no reasoning or motivating
factors have been provided for the other two methods, and it is
unclear whether they are indeed necessary.
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III. IRLSCANNER
Based on our analysis of scanning literature in the last section, it appears that researchers interested in service discovery
projects are faced with scan durations on the order of months,
tying up several machines that could be dedicated to other
projects, and the likelihood of significant negative feedback
that could easily lead to the measurement being terminated. For
example, [18] reports that TCP scans produce 30 times more
complaints than ICMP scans, which has precluded the authors
from conducting them after the first attempt.
Assuming a fixed amount of bandwidth available for scanning, in this section we seek to alleviate these concerns by designing a service discovery tool we call IRLscanner that allows
for very small scan durations , originates from a single inexpensive host, and minimizes aggravation of network administrators (both remote and local) by scanning as politely as possible
for a given .
A. Scan Scope
We start by determining the scope of IRLscanner. While firewalls and routers routinely use the Bogons list [13] to filter nonsensical traffic (i.e., reserved and unallocated blocks), packets
destined to unadvertised BGP networks are also dropped by the
scanner’s border router, but only after unnecessarily increasing
router load and wasting scanner resources. Therefore, one expects that only set should normally produce valid results or
be used for discovering hosts responsive to unicast traffic. However, given that BGP tables change dramatically in the long
term [35], restricting the scope to only routable addresses either
requires a live BGP feed or potentially allows for inaccurate representation of the Internet in the resulting measurement.
While this is definitely a concern for slow scanners (i.e.,
is weeks or months), our goal is to complete measurements in
much shorter periods (i.e., hours) during which BGP changes
can often be neglected. For fast scans, updates pulled from
RouteViews [48] at start time sufficiently approximate the
routable space during the entire experiment. Our analysis of
BGP tables during August 2009 discovered less than 0.1%
difference in advertised prefixes over a 10-day period, with
proportionally fewer changes during
h used in our
experiments. While for IRLscanner it makes sense to only
probe , the tradeoff between scope, duration , and BGP table
accuracy must be determined on a case-by-case basis.
To gauge the potential gains from restricting the scope to
routable destinations, we determine [20], [48] the current state
of sets
, and in late August 2009 and list them in
Table II. While previous scanners achieve a significant reduction (i.e., by 24%) in the number of sent packets by omitting the
reserved/unallocated space, probing only set removes almost
one billion additional targets and doubles the performance gains
of previous work to 51%. The table also shows the bandwidth
necessary to complete the scan in 24 h, where all 40-B SYN
packets are padded to 84-B minimum-size Ethernet frames, and
the corresponding packets per second (pps) rate.
To implement a scanner with scope , it is necessary to obtain
a timely BGP dump from either the RouteViews project [48] or
the local border router. Given the desire for small scan durations
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF DIFFERENT SET SIZES

on inexpensive hardware, checking individual IP addresses
against a list of roughly 300 000 prefixes must be very efficient.
While IP checking can be accomplished with a balanced binary
tree [14] with logarithmic lookup complexity, IRLscanner uses
a 512-MB hash table, where each bit indicates whether the
corresponding IP is allowed or not. This ensures that checks are
accomplished in
time and improves lookup speed from
923 kpps (balanced tree) to 11 Mpps (using a single core of a
2.2-GHz Opteron). Given that most commodity machines have
at least 1 GB of RAM and the rest of our scanner requires only
2 MB of main memory, this tradeoff allows us to dedicate more
computational power to sending packets and performing other
processing as needed.
B. Scan Order
Despite the constant volume of scanning traffic in the
Internet [42], network administrators generally view this activity as malicious and periodically complain to networks that
originate such traffic [14], [18], [43]. Furthermore, many IDS
tools [8], [52], [60] automatically generate firewall rules against
scanning hosts, whether detected locally or through distributed
collaborative systems [37], [49]. With this perception in mind,
researchers must first weigh the benefit gained from performing
a service discovery measurement with the possibility of negative publicity for their institution and/or its address space being
blacklisted at remote networks.
Upon determining to proceed, these negative effects can be
reduced for all involved parties by using an address permutation that avoids targeting individual subnets with large bursts
of traffic, which often triggers intrusion detection systems and
raises concerns of malicious/illegal activity. Since IDS predominantly operates on a per-IP basis, additional reduction in false
alarms is possible by using multiple source IPs at the scanner
host, which we discuss later in this section. While the uniform
permutation [54] is routinely used in scanning applications, no
previous paper has examined the issue of achieving maximal
politeness and whether such methods could be implemented in
practice. We address this open problem next.
For a given CIDR subnet in the Internet, our goal is to maximally reduce the burstiness of scan traffic seen by , which is
equivalent to maximizing interpacket delays for all probes ar, we define permutations that
riving to . Recalling that
to be IP-wide at , and those that
return to with a period
achieve this simultaneously for all possible CIDR subnets to be
globally IP-wide (GIW). Note that GIW permutations spread
, which ensures that
probes to each evenly throughout
proportional to
all networks are probed at a constant rate
their size and that no can be scanned slower for a given value of
. This makes GIW optimally polite1 across the entire Internet.
1While completely refraining from scanning is even more polite, it does not
produce any useful service-discovery results.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of AGT. (a) IP ends with 011. (b) IP ends with 101.

The simplest GIW technique, which we call an alternating
gateway tree (AGT), is a binary tree of depth 32 where target
IPs reside in leaves and all edges are labeled with 0/1 bits.
Traversing the tree, the scanner accumulates individual bits
along the edges into the next IP. Decisions to move left or right
at internal nodes (gateways) depend on their states , which
are flipped during each visit to ensure that no IP is probed twice
and that packets alternate between left/right children of each
gateway. Fig. 1 shows the bottom four levels of some random
AGT, where the tree in Fig. 1(a) generates an IP address ending
with bits 011. Fig. 1(b) illustrates the next IP generated when
the scanner returns to this portion of the AGT, which results in
the address ending with bits 101.
Since balanced binary trees have well-defined rules for calculating the offset of each internal node, AGTs do not require
storing child pointers. Thus, their RAM overhead is
MB needed to store tuple
, and their computational complexity is 26 memory reads/writes (i.e., 52 total) per
generated IP (assuming depth-31 traversal and 64-bit lookups
that yield the first five levels of the tree in one RAM access).
possible
Note that AGT provides the scanner with 2
GIW permutations, which is enormous. In practice, one does
not require this much diversity, and other GIW algorithms
may be sufficient. One reason to seek alternatives is that AGT
requires saving 512 MB during checkpointing and transmission
of the same amount of seed data to other scanner hosts in distributed implementations. Another reason is that AGT’s CPU
complexity is quite high, which we reduce in our next method.
be the lower bits of an integer and
be the
Let
bit-reversal function. Then, we have the following result.
, suppose
Theorem 1: Given a sequence of integers
has a full period for all
. Then,
sequence
is GIW.
Proof: Assume that subnet has depth in the AGT (i.e.,
) and observe that GIW patterns must visit all resubnets at depth before returning to . In pracmaining 2
tice, this means that the permutation must exhibit a full period in
the upper bits. Since for GIW this holds for all , the full period
must be simultaneously maintained at all depths
.
Reversing the bits in each IP, we can replace this condition with
a much simpler one—the full period must hold in the lower
bits.
While there are many possible ways to construct
, an
LCG of the form
is a natural choice due
to its computational efficiency and need for only a single integer of state. To establish its suitability for Theorem 1, we note
with
that the conditions for achieving a full period in
an LCG are well known and require that
be divisible by

Fig. 2. Randomness of RLCG and effectiveness of the GIW/RR split. (a) Lastin (1).
octet correlation. (b)

TABLE III
BENCHMARK OF GIW ADDRESS GENERATION

4 and be odd [27]. We call the resulting algorithm Reversed
LCG (RLCG) and use it with
,
which are well-known constants that produce an uncorrelated
sequence of random variables [shown in Fig. 2(a) for the last
byte of generated IPs]. Initial seed can then be used to change
the scan order across multiple runs.
To efficiently reverse the bits, we use a 2-B hash table that
flips the order of bits in 16-bit integers. Therefore, any 32-bit IP
can be processed in two memory lookups (i.e., 26 times faster
than AGT). However, the CPU cache often makes this operation
run even faster in practice. Table III benchmarks IP generation
of AGT, naive bit-shifts (32 shifts down and 32 up), and the
hash table technique. Observe that RLCG with a hash table runs
at double the speed of bit-shifts and beats AGT by a factor of
32, which is slightly faster than 26 predicted by the analysis
above. In more practical terms, AGT constrains the scanner to
min, while hash-based RLCG generates the entire
permutation in just 3.4 min.
C. Scan Origin
While previous work has split the scan burden among
nodes to decrease total duration [3], [6], [18], [44] or obtain multiple vantage points [18], no apparent consideration
has been given to the possible effect it has on the perceived
politeness of the measurement. The main objective of a polite
split in this paper is to maintain the GIW pattern across scanner
IPs, which requires a mechanism for not only parceling the
address space to
scanning hosts without burdensome message-passing, but also ensuring that each subnet sees scanner
IPs in a perfectly alternating and equally spaced fashion (e.g.,
IP1, IP2, IP3, IP1, IP2, IP3, ).
The rationale for using all
sources to scan each lies
in the fact that IDS (both open-source [8], [52] and commercial [24], [39]) detect scan traffic and throw alarms in response
to perceived malicious activity based on individual source IPs.
Therefore, a particular IP address sending its packets to faster
than other IPs is more readily detected as it simply stands out
from the others. The reason for maximally spacing probes
from different IPs is the same as before—reducing the overall
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burstiness at remote subnets—which for large (i.e., hundreds
or thousands) may become nontrivial. One example of an
extremely impolite split is IP-sequential, which scans each
from a single source IP at rates similar to those in Table II (i.e.,
megabits per second and thousands of packets per second),
regardless of subnet size.
Analysis shows that GIW split does not require a new permutation. However, individual source IPs must now return to
every
packets (i.e., alternating in some order with a full
period ). Synchronizing
hosts using the block-split algorithms of previous work [3], [6], [18], [44] while sustaining the
GIW split is a difficult problem. We instead introduce a new split
algorithm that satisfies our conditions and requires low overhead/state.
The intuition behind our split, which we call roundrobin (RR), is to generate a single RLCG permutation
and assign target
to host
. Assuming
is the set
to every host
of scanning hosts, RR sends the initial seed
, its position , and the number of sources . Each
host then generates the entire sequence
locally and hits
target
at time
for
,
the simplicity of which is demonstrated in Algorithm 1. Even
with
h, subnets are visited so infrequently (e.g., every
337 s for a
) that perfect synchronization of start times is
not necessary. Furthermore, in scanners running from a single
location, all IPs can be aliased to the same host, and RR-split
can be used locally to ensure perfect synchronization, which is
the approach taken by IRLscanner later in the paper.
Algorithm 1: RLCG/RR at host
1:
2: for
to
3:
4:
5:
if
6:
7:
if
8:
9:
end if
10:
end if
11:
12: end for

do
then

Set initial seed
Iterate through all IPs
Assigned source IP
Advance LCG
Our IP?
Reverse bits
then
In BGP?
Hit destination
Wait for next packet

From the well-known properties of LCGs [4], we immediately obtain the following crucial result.
Theorem 2: RR-split with any GIW permutation scans with
sources, where
(1)
and

is the greatest common divisor of
.
and assume it is GIW. For a
Proof: Examine
given subnet , observe that its IPs appear in this list with
a period
, which follows from the definition of GIW.
is the th IP that hits , we have
Assuming
(2)
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Fig. 3. (a) Extrapolation delay and (b) IRLscanner implementation.

This recurrence is an additive-only LCG whose period [4] is
given by (1), which means that the number of sources scanning
is the smaller of its size and
.
To better understand this result, examine Fig. 2(b), which
shows one example of (1) for
(i.e., a /16 target
(trisubnet). Notice that even values of lead to
angles in the figure), which reduces the effective number of IPs
seen by each subnet at least by half. The worst choice of is
regardless of . On the
a power of two, in which case
other hand, odd values of produce the ideal
(circles
in the figure) and thus achieve a GIW split. We rely on this fact
later in Section IV.
D. Extrapolation
Our next goal is to extrapolate the number of responsive hosts
(and possibly other properties of open ports) from a severely
abbreviated scan (e.g., 1–10 s instead of 24 h). We split the allocated IANA space into three geographical blocks (i.e., ARIN,
RIPE, and APNIC) and build three distributions of live IPs from
our Internet measurements. Specifically, we define the Probability Mass Function (PMF)
to specify the probability
that an IP address with a trailing pair of bytes
is alive
in geographical zone
. We then generate a Bernoulli
random variable for each IP in the IANA space and make it live
using the corresponding probability
based on its zone
and trailing octets
.
In simulations, we scan the assigned distribution of live/dead
hosts in
h using four approaches—uniform, RLCG,
IP-sequential, and RIS. Assuming is the true number of live
hosts in the assignment and
is its estimate at time , define
the relative extrapolation error
. Convergence to threshold is established at such time when estimates
for all
have error smaller than .
Fig. 3(a) plots the expected convergence delay averaged
over 100 iterations. Observe that both RLCG and uniform converge to 1% error in 10 s, while RIS and IP-sequential take 11
and 16 h, respectively. This result is easy to explain since IP-sequential gets trapped in certain CIDR blocks for an extended
period and RIS hits the same last octet 16M times in a row. Furthermore, 0.1% error in Fig. 3(a) can be achieved in 23 min for
both uniform and RLCG, while the other two methods require
h. Even to arrive at 5% accuracy, which takes RLCG less
than a second, RIS requires 6 h, which makes this method unsuitable for all but most crude extrapolations.
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E. Implementation

G. Negative Feedback

Fig. 3(b) shows the general structure of IRLscanner. IPs generated by RLCG/RR are first checked against BGP prefixes and
then delivered to the sending module, which forms raw Ethernet frames and transmits them to a custom network driver [51],
which can transmit SYN packets at 5.25 Mpps using a modern
quad-core CPU. Assuming 3.5 Gb/s of available bandwidth,
IRLscanner can cover the entire BGP space in 6.7 min from a
single server.
The custom stack also allows us to intercept arbitrary incoming/outgoing packets and suppress RSTs from the OS
TCP/IP stack, which we utilize later in the paper when profiling
remote operating systems. All received packets are saved to
disk without inspection and are processed offline. After completing each run, IRLscanner continues to listen for incoming
packets for several hours to capture extremely slow hosts and
record back-scanning packets from hackers and other potentially interesting entities.

Throughout this section, we have explored and implemented
several techniques to reduce the sending rate (i.e., BGP scope reduction), minimize the burden on remote networks (i.e., GIW),
lower IDS false-alarm rates (i.e., RR-split), and avoid probing
busy/firewalled/nonexistent hosts with repeat packets (i.e., no
retransmission).
In addition to technical solutions outlined above, a political
strategy for reducing complaints and dealing with their aftermath is beneficial. Our general approach in this pursuit is to
make the nonmalicious purpose of our scans as transparent
as possible to those remotely investigating our traffic. This
includes providing scanning IPs with descriptive names (i.e.,
indicating their research purpose) in the forward/reverse DNS
tree, as well as creation of TXT DNS records pointing to the
project Web page with instructions on how to opt out. With over
123 IPs participating in this endeavor, special scripts have been
written to manipulate IP assignment to various NIC interfaces
and modify DNS records in our authoritative server.
However, the most widely used means of investigation is
through a whois lookup on offending IP addresses, followed by
a direct e-mail to the party listed therein. In the event a complaint is received, our policy is to reply as quickly as possible
with an explanation of our traffic, a link to the project Web page,
and an offer to blacklist the network. Dynamic blacklisting in
IRLscanner is implemented through periodic reading of a flat
file of blocked networks and simply removing them from the
BGP hash table. Under the assumption that network administrators who complain will do so again later, blacklisted networks
are maintained across scans. However, given that no analysis
was provided in prior work [14], [18], [44] to justify preemptively removing subnets or addresses, our initial scan started
with an empty blacklist.
The final issue one must also be aware of is that significant
care should be taken to avoid negatively impacting the local
network, where internal stateful firewalls and IDS are particularly vulnerable (from the load perspective) to large volumes of
traffic destined to billions of unique destinations. We have experienced a number of issues with department and campus-wide
IDS/firewall installations at our institution, which all had to be
manually bypassed for this project to proceed.

F. Timeouts and Duration
Previous measurement studies [6], [43], [44] used retransmissions to the unresponsive set of target hosts to minimize false
negatives, which we now evaluate in light of politeness and efficiency. Cursory inspection shows that retransmitting probes to
unresponsive hosts is the violation of the GIW pattern, which is
undesirable. Combining this with the likelihood that many false
negatives in the unresponsive set are likely to be from persistently congested links or overburdened servers [1], politeness
concerns suggest that retransmission is not generally advisable.
From an efficiency standpoint, it should also be noted that the
unresponsive set accounts for 90%–99% of (depending on the
protocol), which means that a single timeout-based retransmission would require almost doubling the number of sent packets.
Our experiments show that retransmission not only yields a negligible increase in found hosts (i.e., by 0.3%–1.7% depending on
the port and time of day), but also introduces bias by capturing
hosts that come online within the retransmission timeout.
We next turn to the issue of when the status of an IP address
can be determined, which in related work [6], [18], [43], [44]
has occurred at some timeout after the initial probe was sent.
Considerable effort has been spent deciding on appropriate
timeout values [6], the choice of which affects the number of
false negatives due to slowly responding hosts and the overhead
of keeping large amounts of state for outstanding targets. Given
that retransmissions are not required, we avoid this tradeoff
entirely by delaying the classification of IP addresses until after
the scan completes.
In practice, we accomplish this by saving all received packets
(i.e., 25 GB per scan) to disk for later analysis. As there are many
packets that are not relevant to the scan, we note that certain information can be embedded in the packets themselves to correlate responses with hosts scanned. This option has been used by
encoding the target IP address in ICMP ID fields [18] and DNS
queries [14]. For TCP scans, we take advantage of the sequence
number field to encode the target IP, which allows us to detect
invalid and/or malicious replies. Concerns about I/O speed do
not arise until scan duration drops below 60 s (i.e., assuming
modest RAID write speed of 400 MB/s).

IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we test our design decisions by performing
several Internet-wide scans. We defer in-depth analysis of the
actual scan data to a later paper, instead focusing on high-level
observations and results.
A. Overview
As the goal of scanning is to produce the set of hosts offering a
given service, each targeted IP address must eventually be classified into one of four categories. Define open set
to contain all hosts that responded positively to a scan packet (e.g.,
a SYN-ACK to a TCP SYN), closed set to represent IPs responding negatively using the same protocol (e.g., a TCP RST
to a SYN packet), unreachable set to consist of IPs that return
ICMP unreachable or TTL expired errors, and dead set to designate hosts from which no reply was received at all. Note that
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TABLE IV
SCANS PERFORMED

OF

excluding bogus responses and strange firewall/NAT behavior,
, and the individual sets do not overlap.
Through development of IRLscanner and in the course of
other projects, we have performed 21 Internet-wide scans since
February 2008. To test a wide range of possibilities and demonstrate the general feasibility of service discovery, we targeted
UDP, TCP, and ICMP protocols on both popular services (e.g.,
HTTP, DNS) and those often used for nefarious purposes (e.g.,
SMTP, EPMAP). Table IV summarizes our scanning activity.
We initially started slowly with a 30-day scan duration from
a single source IP to gauge the feedback, then increased the
sending rate over subsequent scans until we achieved a duration of 24 h, which is over 20 times faster than any documented
scan [18]. The number of source IPs
varied based on their
availability in our subnet and specific goals of the measurement,
generally ranging from 31 to 123. In comparison, the highest IP
diversity in related work was
in [6], followed by
in [18].
B. UDP/ICMP Scans
We started with seven DNS scans due to an interest in public
recursive DNS servers. These scans produced between 14.5M
and 15.2M responses in each run, which represents a 30%
growth from the 10.5M found in [14] less than 9 months prior.
We discovered a stable set of 4.4M servers that responded to
every DNS scan over a period of 3 months, which indicates
that the number of consistently available hosts is far fewer than
might be expected from the responses to a single scan.
Of further interest is the reduction in found hosts from 15.2M
to 14.7M when scan duration reduced to 24 h in
. This suggests that faster scan durations produce a lower cumulative response among the targets, which in part may be attributed to the
lower possibility of counting the same host multiple times under
different DHCPed IPs. To investigate whether previous scanning activity in some immediate past influences the response
rate in subsequent scans, we probed DNS on four consecutive
days in May 2008 (i.e., 96 h of continuous scanning) and received roughly the same number of responses in each case,

which indicates that the Internet is memoryless (at least at our
scan rates).
Our last UDP scan was on ECHO port 7, which simply replies
with a verbatim copy of the received packet and to our knowledge has never been scanned in the literature. We chose this port
as a representative of a sensitive UDP service largely because
of its notoriety for broadcast amplification attacks [33]. Later in
the paper, we deal with the huge volume of complaints and speculation that ensued in the cooperative intrusion-detection community, but note that even though best practice is to disable this
service, we nevertheless received replies from 321 675 unique
IP addresses.
Our lone ICMP scan was a simple echo request [18], [44] that
garnered 139M replies, representing a 20% gain over a similar
scan performed in June 2007 [18].
C. TCP Scans
Our experiments targeted TCP with 12 scans using three
target ports, two combinations of TCP flags, and one set of
TCP options. TCP has not been scanned in the literature with
less than 3 months [6] and has not included any options or
flags other than SYN [6], [18], [43], [44].
We start by describing the performed scans in an increasing
order of their sensitivity. We initially scanned HTTP with a duration more than 90 times shorter than the only previous attempt [6], discovering 30.3M hosts in July 2008 and 44.5M in
August 2009, the latter of which is a 140% increase compared
to 18.5M IPs found in 2006 [6]. The other two services we targeted with SYN scans were SMTP, which is frequently probed
by spammers searching for open relays, and EPMAP, which is
heavily scanned for network reconnaissance prior to attack [33],
discovering 17M and 4.9M hosts, respectively. Given the large
number of Windows hosts in the Internet, the EPMAP result
seems low, which suggests that many ISPs filter SYN traffic on
port 135.
To determine the feasibility of scanning with other types of
TCP packets, we performed three measurements with ACK
packets (i.e.,
, and
), which can
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TABLE V
PREVALENCE OF TCP OPTIONS IN THE INTERNET (DASHES REPRESENT UNREPORTED VALUES)

be used not only to determine a host’s liveness (i.e., an ACK
normally elicits a RST from nonfirewalled stacks), but also to
bypass stateless firewalls. Both
and
were
executed concurrently with the corresponding SYN scan (i.e.,
two packets were sent to each IP) in order to allow us to detect
and characterize firewalls. Observe in the table that
found 12M more hosts (i.e., 116M total) than
whose
is only 104.1M. Without firewalls, the two sets should
be identical. Similarly,
elicited 23M more responses
(i.e., 68M total) compared to
(i.e., 45.1M). The
scan also suggests that filtering is heavily applied
on port 135 not only for SYN packets, but for ACKs as well.
For
, we scanned the entire BGP space with ACK
packets, then immediately followed the resulting RST responses
with a SYN packet. We present our motivation and the results
from this approach in a later section.
D. TCP Options
Over the last decade, there has been an interest in the literature [28], [34], [41], [55] regarding the deployment of various
extensions to TCP (e.g., SACK, ECN) in network stacks of both
end-systems and intermediate network devices (e.g., routers,
NATs, firewalls). While our first 20 scans did not utilize any options, the last scan
not only attempted to negotiate
ECN [47], but also transmitted four TCP options—maximum
segment size (MSS), window scaling (WS), selective acknowledgments (SACK), and timestamps (TS), which are normally
echoed in the SYN-ACK if the corresponding target supports it.
The order of options transmitted by the scanner followed that in
Windows Server 2008 (i.e., MSS, NOP, WS, SACK, TS).
Observe in Table IV that, in July 2010,
yielded
only 37.8M responses, which represents a nearly 15% reduction
from HTTP scans a year earlier. This does not align well with
the 30% annual growth rate during 2006–2009 and suggests that
option-heavy packets indeed produce a dramatically lower response rate in the Internet.2 While this single scan is insufficient
to conclusively pinpoint which options are responsible for the
dropped SYN packets, the most likely culprit is ECN. A similar
result was found in [34] and [41], where between 1% and 8% of
the tested Web servers were unable to accept ECN connections
due to various protocol issues in end-systems and interference
from ECN-challenged intermediate devices [34]. The larger percentage of ECN failures in our dataset is likely caused by the
broader range of sampled embedded stacks (e.g., printers, cameras, modems).
Our next task is to analyze the number of responsive hosts that
support each of the options. Prior work [28], [34], [41], [55] has
2Other reasons include increased deployment of ISP firewalls, new OS
patches that block port 80, and fewer hosts on the Internet, none of which is
historically probable.

examined this problem on a smaller scale using traditional (i.e.,
nonembedded) Web servers and found that ECN support ranged
from 1% to 2%, while each of SACK, MSS, and TS was enabled
in at least 40% of the hosts. Table V summarizes these findings and shows our results, including two new fields—window
scaling (WS) and end-of-options-list (EOL). Excluding a few
nonsensical replies, the percentage of hosts that accept ECN still
remains small (i.e., 2.32%), having grown by only 1.3% over the
last 10 years.
As shown in the next column of the table, MSS is now included in almost all connections, up from 94% in 2000. While in
our earlier experiments the source port remained constant for the
duration of each scan,
randomly varied the source
port of each connection (using a separate 2-B LCG that skipped
reserved ports), which was encoded in the TCP timestamp of the
outgoing SYN packet and later checked against the destination
port of the SYN-ACK. As the table shows, approximately 75%
of the responsive IPs returned the correct timestamp. Ignoring
a handful of bogus replies, the remaining 25% of the hosts did
not support TS.
Next, SACK results suggest a 20% increase from 2000 and
a 6% decrease from 2004, though our numbers are again affected by the wider coverage of embedded devices than in prior
work. While WS is mainly used to enable high-speed transfers
in networks with large bandwidth-delay products, a surprising
83% of hosts support it. Finally, over 6% of Internet devices are
compelled to use EOL, even though this optional field typically
serves no practical purpose.
E. Remote OS Fingerprinting
While service discovery projects usually focus on enumerating open set , further information about the hosts themselves is often critical to the depth and usefulness of measurement studies [6], [14]. With the goals of resource efficiency and
maximal politeness at remote networks, in this section we focus
on determining the operating system of discovered hosts in ,
which could be used to estimate the global impact of known
security vulnerabilities [36], approximate Internet-wide market
share [38], or track hosts with dynamic IP addresses [14]. The
main difficulty in executing such a study is that most existing
tools [40], [59] not only trip IDS alarms and crash older endhosts with unusual combinations of TCP/IP flags, but also require substantial overhead (e.g., 16 packets for Nmap) in Internet-wide use [5], [56]. It is thus not surprising that large-scale
OS profiling has not been attempted in the literature.
Instead of traditional fingerprinting methods, we utilize
a single-packet technique called Snacktime [5], which exploits OS-dependent features in SYN-ACKs such as the TCP
window, IP time-to-live, and the sequence of RTOs (retransmission timeouts) of the SYN-ACK during TCP handshakes.
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TABLE VI
TOP FIVE DEVICES

TABLE VII
SUMMARY OF FINGERPRINTED DEVICES

While initial results on accuracy were promising [5], [56],
Snacktime’s requirements of outgoing TCP RST packets being
dropped, a long period needed to produce an answer (e.g.,
several minutes), and a limited database (i.e., 25 signatures
last updated in 2003) have previously restricted its usefulness.
Given that we must already send a TCP SYN packet to every
host in , modifying the Snacktime technique for use on an
Internet-wide scale would result in no additional sent packets
to enumerate remote OSs.
To implement a scalable Snacktime, we take advantage of
our custom network driver to block outgoing TCP RST packets
in response to arriving SYN-ACKs. Since IRLscanner already
captures all incoming packets (including delayed retransmissions), it is a perfect platform for massively parallelizing the
Snacktime technique. After a scan completes, we generate
the RTOs of each target from the packet dump, then run a
custom implementation of the Snacktime matching algorithm
that gives preference to general classes of operating system in
the case of ambiguity and reduces the microsecond precision
of RTOs to manage random queuing delays in the Internet.
To make the technique more useful, we processed almost 7K
responsive hosts at a large university to manually verify and
increase the database to 98 signatures, including the latest
Windows versions (e.g., Vista, 7, Server 2008, Server 2003
SP2), webcams, switches, printers, and various other devices.
We applied the modified Snacktime technique to
,
which consisted of
M Web servers that responded
with at least one SYN-ACK on port 80. We achieved a Snacktime fingerprint for 39.6M hosts, with 2.3M being excluded due
to insufficient retransmissions (i.e., none) and the remaining difference attributable to gaps in our signature database. According
to Snacktime, the top five profiled OSs are given in Table VI,
with Linux contributing 32.9% of the total and various Windows
implementations consisting of the next several slots, which is
indicative of their codominance in the Web-server market. We
provide more detail in Table VII, where we classified each signature into one of six categories and calculated summary statistics. Note that general-purpose systems (e.g., Linux, Windows)
are responsible for nearly 82% of the total, with network devices
(e.g., switches, routers, NAT boxes), networked storage (e.g.,
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TABLE VIII
GENERAL-PURPOSE (GP) DEVICES

NAS, tape drives), and printers showing up with more than 1M
devices each. The media category is comprised mainly of webcams and presentation devices (e.g., TVs, DVRs, projectors).
To finish this section, we present in Table VIII the total
number of devices and their percentage attributed to each class
of OS in the general-purpose category. Snacktime results suggest that approximately half of the total consists of Microsoft
OSs (5.6% of which belong to Windows 2000 or older), which
is likely due at least partially to individuals hosting personal
Web-sites on their home machines. It also shows that Linux
hosts are responsible for 40%, which combined with the various
related forms of BSD (e.g., OpenBSD, FreeBSD), SunOS, and
Unix results in nearly 47% of the total and rivals Microsoft.
F. Service Lifetime
Another interesting property of Internet services is their average lifetime (uptime)
, which is the mean duration of time
a port stays active on a given IP. One technique [18] is to first
estimate the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of lifetime
and then compute its mean
. However, avoiding roundoff
errors and cdf tail cutoff often requires monitoring the pool of
target IPs at frequent intervals (i.e., minutes) and for extended
periods of time (i.e., days), all of which contributes not only to
higher bandwidth overhead, but also to more likely aggravation
of remote network administrators.
We offer an alternative method that can estimate
using
much lower overhead and overall delay. Modeling each host as
an alternating ON/OFF process [58], a set of uniformly selected
live hosts exhibits a departure rate
hosts/s (a
similar result follows from Little’s Theorem). Thus, by probing
twice at time and
, one can estimate as
,
where
is the fraction of hosts that have disappeared in this
interval. Solving
, we obtain
.
The key to this technique is to uniformly randomly select
and simultaneously ensure maximal politeness of the scan.
Leveraging the findings of Section III-D aimed exactly at this
issue, we first use RLCG to scan the Internet for time units at
some constant rate . We then regenerate the same sequence of
IPs at the same rate, but actually send packets only to those targets that have responded in the first scan. Due to limited space,
we omit simulations confirming the accuracy of this method and
discuss only one extrapolation using port 80 and
s. This
experiment covered 1M targets, found
K live hosts,
and yielded
min (i.e.,
%).
V. ANALYSIS
While it would be ideal to scan the Internet using different
techniques (e.g., IP-sequential, uniform, GIW) and then assess
the collected feedback as a measure of intrusiveness of each
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TABLE IX
E-MAILS AND IPS EXCLUDED BY SERVICE

scan, certain practical limitations typically prevent one from
doing so (e.g., our network administrators have explicitly
prohibited scanning activity using certain nonoptimal permutations). Thus, comparison is often only possible through
feedback analysis exposed in publications, which unfortunately
is very scarce in the existing literature. To overcome this
limitation, this section introduces a number of novel metrics
related to the perceived intrusiveness of Internet-wide scans,
studies them in detail, and unveils certain simple, yet effective,
techniques for reducing the blowback.

TABLE X
E-MAIL NOTICES BY COMPLAINANT TYPE

Fig. 4. Progression of blacklisted IPs. (a) Total. (b) Fraction of BGP.

A. e-mail Complaints
One of the uncertainties we encountered when initially considering a service discovery project was the number of complaints to expect, particularly as they related to serious threats
or resulted in widespread blacklisting of the scanner to the point
of making Internet-wide measurements impossible. In this section, we attempt to clarify the issue by detailing the complaints
we received and the effect they had on our measurements.
Table IX contains a summary of e-mail complaints broken
down by service type. Over all 21 scans, we received 106 complaints for an average of 5.05 per scan. Our initial run (i.e.,
) resulted in 10 complaints and more than 2.5M IP addresses blocked, which is nearly half the total of 5.3M blacklisted over the course of the project. Most of this initial number
came from a single large ISP asking us to block several
residential networks. However, even with the initial burst removed from the calculation, DNS scans resulted in an average
of 172K blacklisted IPs per scan. The most significant backlash
we received was for the ECHO scan (UDP port 7), which led
to 22 complaints and more than 750K blocked IP addresses. In
the next section, we provide an explanation for this significant
increase, but note here that UDP scans account for 65% of all
complaints while being responsible for only 40% of the packets
sent.
In contrast to the experience of [18], where the authors received 30 times more complaints for a TCP scan than ICMP
pings, our TCP measurements produced a total of 35 complaints
over 12 scans, or about three per scan. This is an even more remarkable result given that we scanned two sensitive ports, used
ACK packets that penetrate stateless firewalls, and clustered six
scans in less than a month. While we cannot explain this discrepancy, our numbers do not support the notion that TCP scans are
more invasive than the other protocols.
We next categorize the received e-mails in Table X to show
the severity and type of each complaint. Out of 106 complaints,
61 were demands to cease the activity, while the other 45 were
FYI notifications about a possible virus with no expectation that

the measurement stop. The first row of the table shows that individual users who monitor a single IP address with a personal
firewall (e.g., ZoneAlarm, Norton) represented 41% of the total
complaints (i.e., 43 out of 106), which indicates that a large portion of these e-mails cannot be avoided by any means. The remaining three rows of the table represent complaints received
from large network entities, with universities being the most
likely to send an FYI notification and worldwide government
entities comprising only 15% of the total complaints.
In contrast to [14], we received only four cease demands from
US federal government entities, none of which were defense-related. Another point of interest is the number of threats to pursue
legal action—though of the three received, none of them turned
out to be legitimate. Finally, analysis of e-mails generated by
an automated script suggests that a large chunk of all received
complaints (i.e., 36% in our case) are seldom reviewed by an
actual human given the large amount of background scan traffic
their networks receive [42].
We now determine the impact of e-mail complaints on
the scope of subsequent measurements (i.e., size of
after
removing blacklisted networks) by studying the progression
of blacklisted IP addresses in Fig. 4, where scans are assigned
numbers in chronological order. Note that the complaints for
the two simultaneous scans (i.e., SMTP and EPMAP) are
encompassed in a single data point due to our inability to tell
whether the SYN or the ACK portion caused the complaint.
Fig. 4(a) contains the raw number of blacklisted addresses,
which did not increase significantly after we stopped scanning
UDP. Fig. 4(b) shows the blocked addresses as a percentage of
BGP, where the total number of 5.3M represents only 0.23%
of the current space (the curve is nonmonotonic due to the
constant expansion of BGP).
B. Firewall Log Correlation
To gain a broader view of the Internet and decrease the
amount of time required to detect large-scale attacks, online
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to 50K. Our activity on that port created concerns among network administrators that a new exploit was under way and/or
a virus outbreak was in progress. All this eventually drew the
attention of one of the traffic monitors at ISC, who wrote an
explanatory blog post to calm down the ISC community.
Given the large amount of background noise from many
scanning sources (whose totals ISC also makes available) in
Fig. 5(a) and (b), we conjecture that network administrators
are more likely to react only to traffic that clearly stands out
(i.e., makes its presence known by its high signal-to-noise
ratio) rather than to scans on sensitive ports. This is confirmed
by the fact that attack-reconnaissance port 135 generated the
least number of complaints and that the ECHO port, which
inherently represents little real threat to administrators due
to the lack of hosts offering this service and heavy firewall
filtering, produced an unusually strong blowback. This relationship where higher background scan traffic seems to imply
fewer complaints might benefit researchers considering scans
on sensitive/popular ports in the future.
Fig. 5. ISC reports with our scans marked. (a) HTTP (July 08). (b) EPMAP
(July–August 08). (c) DNS (May 08). (d) ECHO (June–July 08).

collaborative systems [37], [49] have been developed to pool
data from strategically placed Internet sensors and firewall/IDS
logs of various networks. We focus on the SANS Internet
Storm Center (ISC) [49] due to its relatively large size of 500K
monitored IP addresses and detailed publicly available data.
An ISC report consists of an IP address detected as a scanner,
its source port, and the target’s (IP, port) pair. These reports are
often shared publicly, although certain fields (e.g., destination
IP) are obscured to protect the identity of subnets that submit
their logs. Given that these reports represent information about
unwanted traffic, they can be used to gain insight into how our
scans are perceived by remote networks.
We examine ISC report summaries for several scans from
Table IV. These summaries are compiled daily for each service
(e.g., HTTP) and consist of the number of scanned targets, scanning hosts that targeted that service, and the ratio of packets that
are TCP. We are particularly interested in the first metric as all
reports related to our 24-h scans should be contained in a single
data point.
We downloaded summary data from ISC for 1 month surrounding a sample of our HTTP, EPMAP, DNS, and ECHO
scans (i.e., 15 days prior and after). The result is plotted in Fig. 5,
where the -axis labels days in the 30-day window surrounding
each scan, and the highlighted points represent the days our
scanner was actively probing that particular port. We happened
to scan both HTTP in Fig. 5(a) and EPMAP in Fig. 5(b) on days
when ISC experienced roughly a third of its peak number of
daily reports (i.e., 27K compared to 80K–90K), which is nevertheless an huge number. The figure also shows that EPMAP
clearly stands out as being scanned with a consistently high
amount of daily traffic.
In contrast, Fig. 5(c) and (d) for DNS and ECHO shows
that IRLscanner spiked report levels well above those of surrounding days. In fact, in the case of ECHO we produced an
extremely anomalous event, raising the total from almost zero

C. Enumerating Contributors
It is well known [7], [50] that the contributors to ISC and
other firewall log correlation systems are vulnerable to losing
their anonymity due to the nearly real-time public display of
firewall reports with only the destination IP address omitted.
Several techniques for correlating reports with targeted subnets (which is called contributor enumeration) have been proposed [7]. However, they require tens of billions of packets,
allow for false positives, and consume multiple days during full
enumeration.
Given our high-performance scanner that is capable of locally using multiple IP addresses, a much simpler attack preys
on the source port, destination port, and source IP address reported in detailed ISC logs, which are displayed for all scanning
hosts that ISC tracks. Probing each address in BGP set with
a unique combination of source/destination ports and source IP
eliminates the possibility of false positives and the need to send
any extra packets beyond those in . This can be accomplished
for the current 2.1B hosts with 128 source IPs by simply rotating
through all 64K source ports and roughly 250 destination ports,
which can be handpicked from the most-scanned lists to minimize the likelihood of raising suspicion. However, by removing
the source port from the public report, ISC can render this technique largely ineffective.
D. ACK Scans
To prepare their subnet’s data for submission to ISC, many
network administrators rely on firewall log analyzers such
as psad [45] to separate scan traffic from innocuous packets
dropped by the firewall. During our analysis, we discovered
that many such tools ignore ACK packets, which suggests
that network administrators often do not consider them to be
particularly dangerous. To leverage this intuition, we propose
a scan technique for cases where finding the majority of hosts
in open set , while significantly reducing IDS detection, is
beneficial (e.g., for rarely scanned ports).
The first phase of the technique is a simple ACK scan to every
host in , which effectively discovers the subset of hosts that
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TABLE XI
DNS LOOKUPS ON SCANNER SOURCE IPS

are taken to increase anonymity (e.g., using a DNS forwarding
service at some distant location). The three scans in Table XI
have identified 64K unique DNS servers, out of which 35K were
present in each dataset. Further analysis of this data is deferred
to future work.
VI. CONCLUSION

are not heavily protected by stateful firewalls. For every RST
received, we verify that it has not been previously probed using
a hash table and then immediately send it a SYN packet to establish whether the service is open or not. By only targeting hosts
that previously responded, this type of scan reduces the SYN
footprint by 94% for HTTP. We performed a single test measurement (
in Table IV), which discovered 31.7M of
the 44M total responsive hosts, while requiring only 125M SYN
packets to be sent. ISC data shows only 4746 reports for our
IPs during
compared to 29 869 reports collected for
, which used the same and . This is significant as
it amounts to an 84% decrease in the perceived intrusiveness of
the scan.
E. DNS Lookups
We now turn to the last form of feedback we consider in this
paper. While whois lookups seem to be the predominate form
of reconnaissance performed by remote network administrators
and individuals when they detect a scan, many specialized tools
augment IDS reports and firewalls logs with DNS lookups on
offending IPs to provide more information on the scanning host
to the user. While for large networks this functionality should
be disabled (as it allows remote hosts to DoS the network by
loading it up with billions of useless DNS lookups), many personal firewalls and small subnets implement some form of it.
We tested the frequency of these additional lookups by collecting all incoming requests for IP addresses and hostnames at
our locally controlled authoritative DNS server. To ensure that
each request initiated by a remote entity contacted our nameserver, we set the DNS TTL to zero for both the reverse and
forward lookups on scanner IPs/hostnames. After doing so, no
RFC compliant nameserver should maintain our records in their
cache.
The result of this collection process for three HTTP scans is
contained in Table XI, which lists the number of reverse lookups
for the IP addresses themselves and forward lookups on the
names returned by those queries. We made sure that these IP
addresses were not used for any other purpose but scanning
and their names were not publicized beyond the project Web
site. Therefore, forward lookups are almost certainly due to
the common verification technique of determining the consistency between the forward and the reverse response. While the
number of requests slightly declined for each subsequent scan,
the last column shows that the number of unique servers in each
dataset had the opposite trend. The decline in lookup rates can
be attributed to random noise, long-term caching at noncompliant DNS servers, and users growing tired of looking up our
IPs.
It should be noted that performing DNS queries on scanner
IPs potentially reveals the location of the IDS tool unless steps

In this paper, we designed novel algorithms for maximally
polite Internet scanning and documented our experience
through extensive service-discovery statistics based on our
implementation of the proposed methods. Future work involves
avoiding unproductive networks, expanding RLCG/RR to
provide optimal spacing for multiple destination ports (i.e.,
in hybrid vertical/horizontal scanning), and more in-depth
analysis of scan data.
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